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Shakespeare’s calamity “ King Lear” discusses many impressions the most of

import being the relationship between good and evil and the changeless 

conflict of the antonyms ; their dependence and the beginning of evil. every 

bit good as the fact that something good can ne’er “ destroy” anything all 

play a cardinal function in the inquiry of if it is evil that destroys itself. The 

undermentioned essay will consider these thoughts and compare good and 

evil throughout the drama to demo the suicide immorality caused for itself. 

Throughout the full drama of “ King Lear” there are many Acts of the 

Apostless of goodness every bit good as Acts of the Apostless of evil that 

represent the two thoughts of virtuousness versus devilry that depend on 

each other. Without the good at that place could non be any evil and the 

same goes for immorality because without the antonym they could non be 

compared and hence non be identified as being either good or bad. King Lear

would ne’er hold realized the atrocious error he made when he claimed that 

“ nothing will come of nothing” ( Act 1. Scene 1 ) . would it non hold been for

Cordelia’s barbarous sisters that drove evil excessively far and made their 

male parent travel huffy. 

Their evil behaviour towards their male parent can be seen in Act 1 Scene 3 

where Goneril instructs a retainer to be ill-mannered and less gracious to 

Lear. “ Put on what weary carelessness you please. you and your chaps: I’d 

have it come to question” she says. telling the retainer to demo Lear no 

regard which highlights her evil purposes. Merely Lear’s daftness makes him 

see his true girl and besides who deceived him. If Regan and Goneril were 

non evil. Lear would hold ne’er noticed his disregard and he could non hold 

seen the truth and his daughter’s existent purposes. 
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However. if Regan and Goneril were to hold been good. there would non hold

been a misconception at the distribution of the land which would hold led to 

Lear taking his favourite girl over the two others and Regan and Goneril 

being left with nil which would hold made the audience feel empathy 

towards them and give every character a new thought of good and evil. 

Therefore both virtuousness and devilry are necessary for the drama 

because they compliment each other’s differences and highlight the 

antonyms even more. further altering the narrative that depends on both 

extremes. 

All the evil occurrences in the calamity of King Lear can be related back to 

goodness which makes good the cause of immorality. adding to another 

relationship and connexion the two antonyms portion. The virtuous side 

created evil which you can see clearly through Edmond’s perfidy against his 

male parent and brother. This can be seen in Act 1. Scene 2 where Edmond’s

soliloquy clearly underlines his evil secret plan of replacing his brother as his 

father’s inheritor. “ [ … ] Legitimate Edgar. I must hold your land. 

Our father’s love is to the asshole. Edmond. as to th’legitimate [ … ] if this 

missive velocity and my innovation thrive. Edmond the base shall to 

th’legitimate. I grow ; I prosper ; now Gods. stand up for assholes! ” he 

exclaims. This is the first clip the audience sees how evil and barbarous 

Edmond is and what his programs are. If Gloucester had non treated his “ 

bastard son” so severely. he might non hold turned so evil. However. 

because his male parent continuously showed Edmond that he preferred 

Edgar over him. Edmond grew up with such a bad attitude towards him 

which led to his immorality secret plan and his barbarous actions. 
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Thereupon. goodness is responsible for the creative activity of immorality 

and without the good evil could non be. Furthermore. the devastation of 

immorality could non hold been through goodness because if goodness were 

to destruct anything it could no longer be identified as “ good” . This states 

that the word “ destruction” already implies a negative and evil thought 

where as good would be determined as the antonym. Cordelia is a strictly 

good character which shows even when she had the opportunity to contend 

immorality. she did non make for ferociousness or devastation of bad but 

instead tried to assist the good and repair the awful state of affairs. 

Consequently. if good were to destruct evil it could no longer be called “ 

good” because it would be on the same degree as immorality and could non 

be differentiated any longer. It is hence impossible for good to destruct 

immorality. since it is fundamentally incapable of wicked actions. Edmond’s 

decease. nevertheless. could bespeak the vanquishing of evil through good. 

The brothers Edmond and Edgar that represent evil and good. battle until 

Edgar eventually kills his brother. 

On one manus. one could perchance see this as good get the better ofing 

evil since the “ good” brother killed the “ evil” brother ; yet this certain 

feeling of hope is rapidly crushed by the tragic stoping and the deceases of 

most of the chief characters stand foring goodness in the drama. On the 

other manus. it is evil that caused its ain devastation all along due to the fact

that it took on more than it could manage. endeavoring for excessively much

power which finally led to its ain ruin. Edmond started off with a program of 

taking over his brother’s and so his father’s place but he got carried off by 
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the thought of power that he competed for a place that was excessively high

for him which finally made him neglect. If Edmond had merely aimed for 

ranks that were within his range. he would hold successfully accomplished 

his end. Edmund’s devilry can be seen until the really terminal. where he 

confesses to hold ordered for Cordelia and Lear to be hanged. merely before 

he dies. “ I pant for life. Some good I mean to make. despite of my ain 

nature” he reveals. desiring to at least make one good title before his life is 

over. 

Yet because he tried to intrigue for even more power. he is responsible for 

his ain riddance and the cause of his failure. Another illustration of evil’s ain 

vanquishing is the conflict between the sisters Goneril and Regan. At the get 

downing they fight on the same side against their male parent yet towards 

the terminal of the drama they both become to obsessed with the thought of

power that they turn against each other to endeavor for everything. They 

both fight over Edmond and are excessively avaricious to desire to portion 

the land. 

This can surely be seen in Act 4. Scene 2 when Goneril says “ One manner I 

like this well ; but being widow. and my Gloucester with her. may all the 

edifice in my fancy gutsiness upon my hateful life” which indicates that 

Goneril is scared that her sister will take Edmond off from her. Their betrayal 

upon each other can besides be recognized through Regan’s toxic condition 

by Goneril in Act 5. Scene 3. When Regan falls to the land ill. Goneril says “ If

non. I’ll ne’er trust medicine” boding Regan’s shortly decease. The sisters 

greed for power grew so strong that the betrayed each other merely to make

a end. 
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This shows that the two discrepancies of devilry destroyed themselves 

through selfishness and greed. Throughout the calamity of King Lear the 

battle between good and evil brings frontward many connexions and high 

spots the relationship of the two antonyms. Not merely are they dependent 

upon each other. evil was created by pureness and without one the other 

could non be. Virtue is besides incapable of devastation go forthing all these 

impressions to turn out that good did non vanquish immorality. but that it 

was evil that destroyed itself. 
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